November 16 to November 28 Assignments
Copywork

Of all the liars in the world, sometimes the worst are our own fears.
- Rudyard Kipling
Friday, November 16
- Copywork written once in rough draft notebook

- Journal: A review of the King Lear experience at Bob Jones. Write a paragraph about the first portion of the day,
then one about the play - how was it performed etc, then one paragraph about the class afterwards and then one
final paragraph about your feelings about the entire experience.

- Add art, quotes and facts to your Tennyson journal entry
- Work on your Book Talk and/or read a chapter of your current independent novel. (Email me and tell me how it's
going. But for real, I'm going to give you a 100 quiz grade for emailing me.)

- Read chapter 1 of Animal Farm
- Choose a topic for your persuasive essay. You have three choices. 1. Your original topic we began in class. 2. A
letter to the library about the best/worst book or movie. 3. Choose a new topic.

- Brainstorm ideas. Decide your three reasons, a purpose statement and the right order of your reasons.
Monday, November 26
- Copywork written once in rough draft notebook

- Enter a quote in your Quotes Notebook of your own choosing from the novel you are reading independently or
any quote you find interesting or one from Animal Farm.

- Write down (on looseleaf paper to turn in) three perfect sentences about Alfred Tennyson highlighting his career
and life. (Really choose the best and most important words.)

- Add final details, some lines from a Tennyson poem and a list of his poems to Tennyson's journal entry
- Persuasive Essay - Write the middle three paragraphs of your essay using your three reasons
Tuesday, November 27
- Copywork written once in rough draft notebook

- Write down (on looseleaf paper to turn in) three perfect sentences about Percy Shelley highlighting his career and
life. (Really choose the best and most important words.)
- Read chapter 2 of Animal Farm, narrate to someone at your house

- Write the introduction and conclusion of your persuasion essay.
- Add color and design details and complete your Tennyson journal entry
Wednesday, November 28
- Copywork written once in Quotes Notebook. (Tomorrow is dictation and we're doing it from memory.)

- Read at least one chapter in your chosen novel and/or work on your Book Talk.
- Read chapter 3 of Animal Farm

-

Put the paragraphs of your persuasive essay together in the proper order. Type your paper to turn in on
Thursday. Proofread for errors using the reminder sheet - Mistake Medic - to help you.

